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The Effect of Ir.iport SubsU tu ti on on Foreign Exch;mge ~·!ceds, Savings 

Rates and Grm-.'th in Latin America* 

Andrea Hanes chi - Yale Urdversi ty 
·. 

Clark w. Reynolds.- Yale University 

I. Introduction. The widely different growth performances among less-

developed countries during the past twenty-five years, and especially among 

those of Lat~n America, are a challenge to the explanatory power of development 

economics. Economists who are accustomed to neoclassical theories of interna-

- -·--·t-ional trade and growth. search -for -an -answer to these disparities both in the 

systems' .respective market imperfections and their abilities to increase desired 

savings rates to achieve socially determined target groHth rates. For this groui:i 

the ultimate constraint on growth is domestic savings capacity. There is always 

in principle an exchange rate for the open economy which will insure that the 

marginal efficiency of a unit of. domesti·c :-esources will equal thnt of a unit 

of imports. Any inflow of foreign savings will merely serve as a supplement to 

domestic savines. 

To othe~ analysts of the process of trade and growth this position is untena-

ble, since market imperfections, both internal and external, are facts of life 

with which the policy-maker and plan_rier must deal. Due to b'oth pragmati;~ and 

the convenience of the assumption for model building, it has become ·customary 

to accept price relatives and market imperfections as given, at least during the 

time-horizon of the analysis, and tp regard excess demands for. good§ and service~ 

as capable of relief thr.otigh trade. It is this approach which has given rise to 

the concept "foreign exch3nge constraint." 

*The authors gratc~·fully acknowledge comments received .from various mem-
bers of the Yale Economic Growth Center, including visiting Resear~h Associate 
Staffan B. Linder. 
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A third position; somewl1at bct~een these extremes, is beginning to assert 

.itself today as a bridge between the methodology of develo~~ent planners and 

·- _ , ____ t_heor.etical models __ of .trade and growth: While it is convenient to regard market 

structures as jigid, and elasticities of demand and supply as sticky, if not 

completely ossified, and while ·economics at the lowest stage of development may 

be.closer to these assumptions, the very fac~ of development makes the use of 

such assumptions logically inconsistent. Resources are reallocated in the pro-

duction ~rocess as scarcities arise, ~onsumers do respond to relative price 

changes, and the very possibility.to save. and invest is reflective of the degree 

of internal flexibility of the system AS it is acted upon by exogenous shocks 

. which are customarily felt _through the foreign sector and measured by the 

"cripacity to import'' baromcter. 1 .As the process of develop~ent begins to occur, 

such cl1anges in the structure of s~pply and demand take place with increasing 

intensity, reflecting underlying changes in fa'ctor availability, technology, 

income distribution and tastes. They are responses to what might be called the 

evolution of comparative advantage. 
........ 

It would be most illustrative of this process of evolution to be able to 

_specify empirical production functions, at least for major sectors of a develq.ping 

eco~omy, and to prepare indexes of factor stocks plus technology, to estimate the 
~ ., 

• 

1In this paper, "capacity to import" is normally defined as "the capacity to 
imp.ort generated by exports of goods and services." Net autonomous ~nd induced 
capital flows are not included, since they are lcss-rcfl~ctive of the potential 
for growth occasioned by changes in the domestic structure of production, althougl1 

. S\lCh changes will in themselves alter rates Of return on capital and give rise to 
an ~dditional flot1 of foreign s~vings over and above that implicit in a balance 
of payment~ deficit on current account. 

. I 
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structure of final demand, and then to compare the set of price relatives result-
/ 

ing in a state of autarchy to those faced in the world market. By establishing 

such relationships for any point in time, and then comparing the trade effects 

of alternative rates of factor growth, technology and final demand over time, 

one might assess the distribution and growth effects of an evolution in "compara-. ' 

: tive advantage" at least under ceteris paribus assumptions for the rest of the 

world, piovided that the nation being analyzed was a price-taker in the world 

___ ..market. Within such a hypothetical analysis the ambiguous concept "import substi-

tution" ."would find its proper place, as a· term \~hich attempts to synthesize the 

congeries of supply ana demand effects which are reflected in pro-or anti-trade-

based growth. Apart from the lack of a precise definition for the term, it is 

important to note that import substitution may ultimately promote export expan-

sion and therefore increased imports (while of course - changing the composition 

of traded.goods). 

Although such an analysis is concep.tually possib1e, it is utopian owin:g to 

limitations of time, statistics, and technique. This paper therefore represents 

an attempt to quantify the nature and extent of import-~ubstitution by three-

stage least squares given available· data for selected Latin American countries. 

The model employed for this purpose, as described in detail in Part II, 
-· 

. utilizes quantum indexes for six countries, Argenti_na, Brazil, Chile, Colombia, 

Mexico, and Peru, plus .a terms-of-trade adjustment to account for the single 

most relevant set of price relatives in an export economy, and estimates functions . . 
relating to savings, various categories of imports, the construction component 

of gross investment and growt~ of income. He have estimated the above relationships 

. I 
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since 1940·for two countries, and since }951 fpr the: other four, breaking the datn 

into ~ubperiods wherever p0ssible. The coefficients derived from th~ model rri-
• 

fleet a pattern of import-substi~ution which has varied widely among these coun-

tries and within each country for the years consi~ered. 

-·- __ t:Lrst~ the. rates _of. growth of income, exports, and investment of the six 

countries are compared and contrasted in Part II to illustrate the need for more 

detailed analysis. Then a description of the model and its principle results are 
.· 

presented in Section III. In Section IV the findings are interpreted as they 

infer differences in the underlying structure of the respective economies and 
. 

. changes .in the structure through time. In Section IV some conclusions and possi-

ble policy recommcnda~ions are offered in the light of these iindings. 

II. Disparities in Growth Rates for Selected Latin American Countries 

. The simplest models of trade and growth in1ply identical rates of growth for 

exports, investment, and output (G, 8). Others suggest stages of growth through 

t-1hich export economies gradually pass, freeing themselves from dependence upon 

trade through import-substitution (9). Some writers have even suggested 

that the process of trade-induced growth will be self-defeating if left to simple 

market forces (4). Theories ~ie not lacking to describe the proce;s, but 

little has been done to quantify the relationships bet~een trade and growth in 

terms of formal models so as to shed light on the actual import substitution ., 
process in Latin ~ne~ica. 1 

- - - - - -- • 

·the ·first step in this direction is to examine the behavior of the three 

~cy variables in each economy, exports, investment, and income. If the rates of 

1 . . 
An extensive literature on the subject has been prepared by the Econon1ic 

Commission for Latin •1ncri'c,~ (cg ·1 /) c ti t t d ~ · 1 d' H " • , • 12 , ov r 1c pas ·wo ccaues, inc u ing 
invaluable statistical pource material. 

I 
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growth of these variables were to follow similar patterns in each country, and if 
. -

they showed greater divergencies among com~tries than within them, the task 

would be immensely simplified. However, Table 1 reveals no such symmetry 

for Latin America. Even the most pes~imistic assumptions about the quality of 

the available data do not alter this fact. 

For example, the three countries showing the fastest rise in income during 

.the fifties-included only one (Peru) which ranked highest in export growth. 

Two of the three leaders in export growth. (Chile and Argentina) ranked last ~.n 

growth of income. Moreover, no perfect relationship between exports and invest-

ment can be seen~ although this pattern is definitely clearer than any of the 

others. The four.leaders in export growth also lead in investment growth during 

the fifties. Yet Peru is first among these in exports and last in investment. 

Still more important.for the relationship ·between trade and growth, Chile and 

Argentina are among the top three in export and investment growth while at the 

bottom of the list when it comes to increases in income. 
" 

Furthermore, the internal patterns of growth of the three countries for which 

the data have been analyzed by subperiod, Nexico, Peru, and Chile fail to re-

veal any simple trade-growth relationships.. It is true that in two of .... ~he 

thr~e cases (Mexico and Peru) the period of fastest growth is t6e same for all 

three variables. But in Nexico exports lagged behind income in the second 
. 

(slower) period, while in Peru they led income·. In the case. of Chile the behavior 

is still more puzzling, since investment grew much faster than exports in the 

forties while the reverse was true in the fifties, and income grew at approximately 

the same rate in both periods • 

. 1 
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Mexico y 

... x_i 
I 

Peru y 

x_l 
I 

Brazil y 

x_l 
I 

Colombia y 

:x_l 
I 

Chile y 

x_1 
I 

Table 1 

GROl·:T!I PJ\'IES OF GROSS DCJ::·lESTIC n:cmm (GDY) • 

. CAPACITY TO n:ro~T (X_l), AND GROSS INVESTMENT (I) 

IN SELECTED L\TIN t.rnmJCAN com.;TRIES 

---{in percent) 

PERIOD I PERIOD II 
6.7 5.8 
.8.0 2.4 

13.1 5,4. 
(1940-50) (1951-62) 

3.8 6.5 

'•· 0 10.2 
N.S.T. 4.3 

(1951-60) (l 956-65) 

... 5.1 
N.S.T. 

... ·.3. 6. 
(l 950-63) 

0 •• -3.9 

. . . N.S.T • 

... 2.5 
C)5J -6 2) 

3.6 3.6 
N.S.T. 3.5 
7.7 5.7 

. .. 
~ .. 

. .. 

3.8 
2.1 
5.6 .. 

0-941-50) (J 951-63) .L:;..:~~~~--'~-V.-o~~~~~~~~-'.-0~94l::.Qi} 

Argc~tina y ... 2.7 • . .. 
·x .. 2.7 -1 . . . . .. 
·I . . . 5.0 ... 

(1951-63) 

... ~ Data not available 

N. S. Ti :; no signiUcant trend in the variable'. 
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These observations suggest that while there is an unmistakable set of inter-

dependencies among exports, investment, and income, the relationships are not 

sufficiently simple and linear to be accomodated within the confines of the roost 

elementary tr_ade-growth models mentioned above. Allowance must be made for 

the process of import substitution which has radically altered the nature of 

·certain 1.atin American economies while failing to alter that of others. The 

model presented below attempts to illustrate this essentially"non-linear" 

process within the framework of a set of linear e"quations. 

. . 

-· 
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III. The l!odel 

The variables used in the moC:el arc the following: 

A) Endogenous varia~:les 

1 Y = real gross domestic income (GDY) at m<lrkct prices. 

SD = domestic sav~ngs. 

M = total imports.of goods and sc)'.vices • 
• 

. .. Mc.=· imports of COJ!Surner go.c-ds. 

M = imports of rav materials, intermediate products and fuels. Ri'IF 

~~-:,: ;\_ = imports of i.,.i!d_us trial, agricultural and t;ransport machinery 
·and equipm~t •. 

. . tt5 = imports of services~ 

1This. is equivalent to real gross domest-ic product adjusted for the terms 
·of trade effect. Various expressions are used to designate ~his concept in 
Latin America. It is knoun as "ingreso bruto interno (real)" in Argentina, 
Colombia and Hexico: "producto geografico bruto" in Chile, and (on a ~1ational 
rather than a domestic basis) "producto nacional l;>ruto real ajustado para 
reflejar los terrninos de intercambio'' in Peru. It is identically equal to 

p 
real GDP plus the terms of trade effect X(-/-- - 1), where Xis the value 

m 
·of current exports in base year prices and P and P are indices of export 
and import prices related to the same base y~ar. AW pointed out in (2 
~. 31), real GDP is the more suitable concept for analyzing output changes 

. uhereas real GDY is .a better index of t·1elfare c!-i,anges over time reflectinr, as 
i~ does the nation's purchasing power over both domestic and foreign goods. As 
our paper relates the pattern of import substitution inter _ _QH~ to the growth 
of the purchasine power of exports we have found the GDY concept more relevant 
althou5h we admit that in certain structural equations GDP would be a better 
measure. 

. . I . . 
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I = gro?s fixed investment. 
. - : . . 1 ~-= investment in construction • 

= domestic output of industrial, agricultural and transport 
machinery ond equip:-aent. 

B) Exogenous variables 

·- X = purchasing power of exports of goods and services. 

x_l = x lagged one period. 

I. = inventory investment. inv 

-Most of the above variables are expressed in constant domestic prices 

of a given year. 2 The import values are eenerally C.I.F. 

1In the case of l'!exico this includes investment in- installations, as 
defined in (1, pp~ 13-15). 

2 Note however, that (i) total imports for Brazil and disaggregated 
imports for Brazil and Colombia are expressed in 1955 US ·$ and (ii) 
disaggregated imports for Chile are expressed as quantum indices (1947 = 100)~ 
except that the i\, series in Chile and Colombia were available in cons ta1it 
domes tic prices. )roreover, (iii) the value for fly in the case of Chile, 
Colombia and r1exico represents domes tic valuation 'after allowing for customs 
duties, domestic transport costs and corunerce margins. The magnitudes of 
the estimated coefficients in the equations relating to the variables mentioned 
in (i), (ii) and (iii) should therefore be inter.preted with care. For our 
purposes, as can be seen·be1ow, the ratios of these coefficients to their 
as)rmptotic standard errors are of greater interest and these ratios (leaving 
aside the thorny problems associated with the choice o~ appropriate deflators) 
are unaffected by the choice of units. 

- I 
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We use a simple aggregative model in order to hir.,hlieht the pattern 

of iL~port substitution. Its ·specification differs somewhat among countries 

·dependin8 on data availability. These differences will become evident 

--- ·--from··an examination -of th~ -estin1ated <>tr-..tctural equations given-in the 

Appendix. 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

"(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

TllC -general form of the m~del is the following: 

I 

s = s + s y D o 1 
M = m

0 
+ m1 x_ 1 + · m2 Y · 

MC.= mCo + mCl X_l + r.1C2 y 

MRHF = mill·1Fo +.~·!Fl X-1. + ruR!.fF2 y 

MK = IDKo + t!Kl x _l + m!~2 1 

H = MC + MfillF + HK + NS 

S + M = I+ I. + X D 1nv ·. 

•I = 1DK "!° 1cr + UK 

y - Y_l = bo + bl I_l 

The model consists of 10 equations· in the 10 endogenous variables listed 

above. Apart from the constant ter1n i.t contains th~ two exogenous variables 

(since I. and X only occur sununecl t9gether they may be inv 
' 

amalgamated into one exogenous variable) and the two lagged endogenous variables 
.. •• It can be readily verified that all equations are overidentified. 

Before describing our estimation procedure we shall briefly discuss the nature 

of each equation. 

I 
•. 
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Eq. (1) relates domestic savings linearly to GDY, where domestic 

savings is defined as the savings of the country's factors of production 

whether domestically·or f9reign owned (thus including net factor income 

__ _,_,goirig _abroad). 

Eqq. (2) :.. (5) are import funCtions relating total imports and 

three out of four _import cate_gor_ies_ to.~two $eparate "budget constraints", 

1 namely Y and x _1 (except f o_r HK which is related to I and x _1). They 

differ from the import functions .normally found in growth models which relate 
.·, 

. ~ imports ~f noncap.ital goods to aggregate or sectoral outputs and those of 

capital goods to total .investment.. Such functions postulate Cl: complementarity 
:--·· ·-·-
~- . 

betwee.ii .domestic a.nd imported factor inputs {or commodity outputs) which in the 

.case of most Latin American countries is simply not born,e out by the facts. 

As we observed before, the prevailing tendency, especially since the Korean 

· . War, has been for the capacity to import (represented in our model by x_1) 

..-• · to grow at a slower rate than either GDY or I. Such differentials are .. ·-

,.. .. 

.. ... 

. . . 

~. 

maintainable only in the face of a decline in what have too often been assumed 

~o be downwardly rigid import coefficients with respect to GDY or I. 2 Our use 
........ . 

1The omitted import category was selected on the basis of trial- and-
. E'...rror or of data availability. Thus M8 rather than MC ·was selected for 
Mexico (the functional form remaining unchanged) both because the data for H 
was ovailablc and because the fit turned out to be closer than with M . For8 

Nexico an additional type of imports, "frontier" imports (MFR) was -introduc·ed, 
as explained below. 

2In fairness mention should be made of those models (e.g. 10 Model B). 
which have incorporated in at least some of the import functions a domestic 
_foreign price relative as independent variable, thus permitting some escape 
from absolute import rigidity . 

I 
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of }>ot~ Y {or I) and x _1 as explanatory variables, co~binccl with a knowlcdBe 

of their relative growth rates, allcw~ us to ascertain the existence and 

examine the nature of the process of import substitution over time. 1 We 

-- --can -thus---reach some conclusions -regarding the degree of emancipa tlon from 

the forcig~ exchange constraint attained by or anticipated for the various 

. . t . ·d. d 2 .. _coun ·ri.es stu :i.e • 

Eqq. (6) and (7) are ide11ti ties. The first of these may be used to 

calculate the "missing" import category as a residual between total imports and 

the remalning categories; the second derives gro~s fixed investment from do~estic 

11t may seem misleading to look upon x_1 as an "explanatory" variable of 
imports without adding to it net autonomous and perha·ps also compensatory capital 
moveme~ts. Our analysis, however, is based on the assumption that in the long run 
the total capacity to import of the Latin Amer~can countries will depend on the 

__ purcl1asing power of their exports~ x_1 . If net autonomous capital movements, net 
~oreien investment income anq amortization of trade arrears and balance -of-
paymcnts loans are added to x_1 , the resulti~1g "import capacity' 1 measure for Latin 
"America as a Hhol~ with the exception of Venezuela has not differed appreciably . 
fro~ ci1e value of exports during the fif~ies and the difference has become even 
smaller in the course of the sixties. Even though compensatory capital movements 
may have served to palliate foreign exchange scarcity in the short-run, such 
financing is usually precluded in the longer run with which we are concerned. The 
interesting question to ask of a country for.which x_1 has grown on the -average 
more slowly than GDY is how its various categories of imports have adapted 

- themselves to the longer term i~port constraint approximately represented by x_1 ~ 

.. 
2one of the authors of this paper is currently investigating the nature 

~f the concept of import substitution and has found some theoretical justification 
for the form of the import equations given above. . . . 

.. 

· . 

· . .. 
. / 

. .. 

. . 

... 



·savings, imports, inventory investment and exports. Eq. (8), which makes 

IC! a function of I, expresses a relationship between total fixed investment 

and that part of it devoted to residential and nonresidential construction 

· ----~nd-puhJ:ic-works. ·· -IDK·-is-obtained as a residual between total fixed investment 

and IC!+ HK in identity (9). 

___ .. The final equation.-(10).--at"i.:emp ts to relate the increase in GDY over that 

0£: the previous year to the previou_s year's gross fixed investment. Various 

attempts were made to estimate inore sophisticated production functions in terms 

. of imported .and domestically produced capital stocks in the case of Mexico, 

but the results obtained were st-atistically insignificant because of multi-

collinear! ty. In the estimation of (10), Y - Y was treated as a single -1 

.endogenous variable. 

To nppraJ:se the· ni'odel as a whole it is interesting to. set out its entire 
' . 

causal structure •. This is symbolic:aily expressed in the following diagram 
\ . 

in which causal relatibnships are represented by arrow~ ~nd which is seen to 

give rise to a non-cyclical causal chain: 

.. 
Sn---7 
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The ~odel therefore satisfies one of the necessary conditions for 

recursiveness since the matrix of coeff icicnts relatinc to the current endogenous 

. ·variables may be rearranged in the follouine trian_gular form: 

·l 

-s ·. l 

·-0 

1 

-m 0 2 . 

0 -1 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 o· 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-1' 

0 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

-1 

0 

.-0 

0 

1 

-1-

0 

0 

-o 
1 

0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

0 0 

1 0 

1 

-iCil O 

1 -1 

0 -1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

1 

-1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

O' 

0 

0 

0 

0 

l 

0 

each row of which ·refers to a different equ'!l-Uon and is multiplied by a 

column vector of endogenous variables which in row form may be written: 

s M c M I 

It seems, however, too restrictive to assume. __ that the c;_ontemporaneous 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

..... 
covariance matrix of the disturbances in diff_ercnt equ~tions is diagonal, this 

being a necessary condition for obtaining consistent estimators by regressing •· 

ench endogenous variable located on. the diago11al· of the ·above inatrix on the other 
. . . . . 

j. ~ tl d d t d l d . d . bJ i h t. 1 oin y epen en an t 1e pre eterminc van.a .es n t c equa ion. 

1The properties of recursive models are discussed in Malinv.:i.ud. ( 71 

PP~ 59-62 nnd 511-1~). Though discarding recursive estimation we shall adopt thG 
. third· assun~tion necessary for recursiveness, nEreely· that all di~turbances arc 

E..~!·i.:"!llv uncorrelated llith the clisturb~nce::> appearing either ::i.n the same 
equation or in the other equations of the model. 

· .. , 

! 

4 
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To obtain consistent estimates·of the coefficients of the model and 

at the same time allow for contemporaneous interdependencies between the 

_disturbances of different equations we estimated it by three-stage least 

1 ··----,--squares (3SLS). In the first stage the reduced-form equations for Y 

and I were estimated by regressing these variables on all predetermined 

_(exogenous a~d lagged endogenous) variaples fou~d in the model. 2 The calculated 

values of Y and I, denoted by YE and IE, were then used as instruments for 

the corresponding observed values in the structural equations of the model 

(after elimination of tha identities) to obtain two-stage least-squares 

(2SLS) estimates. The contemporaneous covariance matrix of the· residuals 

of those equations was used to derive 3SLS estimators, the advantage being 

.a gain in asympt~t;ic efficiency with respect to the 2SLS 2stimators. 3 In the 

Appendix, we present only the 3SLS estimators .together with the ratios of 

these estimators to their. asymptot_ic standard errors. These ratios are in 

general higher, sometimes considerably higher, than the corresponding 2SLS 

ratios, as one might expect from the asymptotic properties of these two estimators • 

....... 
1The program used was the Program for C~uting Two-and Three-Stage 

Least Squares Estimates and Associated Statistics, by A. Stroud, A. Zellner 
and L.C. Chau, Dec. 11, 1963 revised by l:L Thornber and A. Zellner, 4 July 
1965 (Social Systems Research Institute, University of Wisconsin). 

2The rnodcst·s~ze of our model permitted this' without our running into 
problems. either of excessive multicollinearity among the predetermined 
variables or of insufficiency of degrees of freedom. These difficulties 
in larger models are discussed by F. Fisher in ( ). 

3see ( 11). 

" 
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. The resu~ ts r·r~s2n te::l j_n tlie An, ?nd.i.x roay l.·e iuterprzted either by 

equation or by country. 

Eq. ()) 

. 1 
We shall begin T::Lth the fc·rmer. 

The fit obtained was in general satisfactory except in the case of 

two ten-year suLperiods in Chile.and Peru. Separate investigations of 

the beh~vior of the savings ratio over time hav~ shewn this t6 b~ one of 

the most stable ratios in Latin Arneric~n countries, in r-eneral more so 

than the investment ratio. Its stabi~ity seems to have been greater in 

later than in earlier stiliperiods •. 

Eq. (2) 
Eq. (3) 

( Discutsed Eelow ) 
Imports of Consumer Goods_ 

Since the ea:;:]_y fifties, these have stabnate<l or even experienced 

a oli3ht downward trend in all cou~trie3 ·c~~sidcred except for Chile and 

l'eru. Thr.>se results r.-:e cons::.ste:lt with the co:nr.:only held view that 

the co11~1..:rne~ goods sP.cto~: is that of "easiest=' ilnport substitution. Chile 

is an interestir.g exceptfon to this both because for the period 1941-63 as 

a \:!1olc l1 C h.::is tencJ2d to rise and because a significant dmmward trend 

in the forties we.s followed_ by a rise during the f:j..fties and early 

·si~tics l:hich ~·:as n10re closely :::-elated to GDY ·than to X _1 . In Peru, as 

one. night qe led to expect from the growth rates given in Table 1, M 
c 

was mor_e ·closely dependent on x_
1 

th,{ln on GDY except during the period 

1956-65 in uhich X_1 grew at the phenomenal average rate of 10.2% p.a . 

. · 

-1The usual caveat is in o:.-der regarding the di.fficul.ty of interpreting 
• as.ymptotic proµertie.s ar.d relating ::hem to their s1iiall-sample counterparts. 
Thus when we speak of 'significant' or 'highiy siznifj.cant' coefficients 
these terms should be tPken as sugg~stive rather than statistically 
rigorous. 

16 
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Equation (4): Imports of Raw :Materials and Fuels 

Here we find considerable diversity from one country to the next. In 

Argentina, Colombia end Chile these imports are highly sensitive to income changes, 

indicating a certain vulnerability to balance of payments crises because of the 

____ __considerable_importance .oL~'iRNF .in total imports. In the case of Chile this 

vulnerability seems to have been increasing over time. Brazil must also rely to 

---~n_ uncomfort_ably great extent on MR.NF_. Hexico, on the other hand, has succeeded in 

i~sulating its income growth from the need for HHHF to grow pari passu • This 

insulation was effected during the _fifties and sixties, the significance of the_ 

coefficien: with respect to x_1 being much greater than that of the coefficient 

with respect t-o Y in s.pite of a much lower growth rate of the former than of the 

latter. This has 'been partly due to Hexico 's ability to substitute for fuel 

imports to such an extent as to _be able to reduce their absolute value since 1957. 

In ~eru, the higher dependence of HRMF on x1 t~an on Y, as in the case of most other 

import categories,_ was not due to import substitution since the average growth 

rate of X-1 was in both subperiods.higher than that Y. 

Equation (5): Imports of Capital Goods 

Argentina, Chile and Peru ~ppear to rely heavily on imported capital goods 
.....__ 

for their investment. Brazil and Mexico have instead gone a considerable way 

towards freeing themselves from this constraint. The case of Mexico is of 

particular interest since a high d~pendence of l on MK.during the forties was 

succeeded by a sensitivity of NK which was much greater with respect to the im- • 

port constraint than with investment in the fifties and sixties. The estimates 

for Colombia seem rather puzzling because of the greater dependence of MK_on 

... 
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x~ 1 than on I. Any interpretation of this phenomenon should take account of the 

lack of any significant trend in·x_1 during the period under examination • 

. Imports. of Services: "Frontier Imbcrts" 

·~mports of consurncr goods into Mexico show a slight, if statistically insigni-

·---fie~mt,--Oownward trend since 1950. We, therefor;e, regressed two other import · 

categories for which data were available, namely, imports of services and frontier 

---imports. The former include tourist expenditure abroad, foreign investment income 

and interest on government borrowing abroad, and a:i;-e significantly correlated with 

GDY. Frontier imports consist of ir.iports rehting to the Hcxican-U.S. border 

zo~1e which escape classification by type of commodity. · Since. they probably consist 

mainly of consumer goods and since· their value now exceeds that of He, it may 

be argued that their greater dependence on Y than on x_1 invalidates our previous 

·conclusion of a highly successful import substitution in the consumer goods sec-

·tor. it ·should, however, be borne in mind that the relevant causal variable is the 

.type of income flow peculiar to this border +egion, a sizable component of which 

consists the income of Hexican migra.tory' workers who find jobs in the U.S. Hore-

over, the fact that 'frontier exports' are almost twice as great makes it hard to 
-, 

reach conclusions on either the pract_icability or desirabil.ity of import substi-

tution in this class of commodities. 

Equation .(2): Total Imports .. 
On an overall basis the countries for which the import substitution process 

.. 
seems to have been least s.~ccessful are Argentina and Chile, countries for which 

(especially the former) the sensitivity of total imports with respect to :i.ncome 

is hicher than with respect to the capacity to import. In Chile some improvement 

I ~ 
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is disbernible in the second su1perio<l as compared to the first. Colombia appears 

to present an intermediate case, total imports being approximately equally sensi-

tive with respect to x_1 and to GDY. The Peruvian results are once again 

. - .. -.,-----i-d-i-0sync·ratic-to-t;hat-e-conomy ;-'5ince--the-need-- f-or--icn1port:--subst-it-ution--has-hardly 

\ 
\ 

been felt. Brazil and Mexico reflect the highest degree of adaptation to the 

__ ..import_capacity .constraint. _This __ adaptive. behavior for .. the . .1·1exican .economy is 

illustrated by the changing significance of the coefficients of M with respect 

to X_1 a~d GDY by subperiods. 

-Equation (8): Investment in Construction 

Investment in construction has borne a fairly ste;:idy relationship to total 

__ gross fixed investment in most of the countries examined and part.icularly in Hexi-

- co. Those countries in which x _1 has on the average grow more slowly than GDY 
--and for which HK has been more sensitive to X , than to GDY are therefore, in 

-..L 

general, those which have bet~n able to deve],op their own capital goods producing 

industries. Mexico and probably Br:azil (for which data on ICI were not available) 

fit this. description. In analyzing the pattern of investment in Latin America it 

seems warranted to postulate a fairly rigid rel?-tionship- of ICI to I but a ..... 
flexible one of H to I (and therefore of IDK to I) in those countries for which K 

sufficient market size and enlightened public policy 11,ave been ins_trumental in 

establishing an indigenous capital goods industry. In such countries IDK, the 

domestic- output of machinery and e'quipment, is then obtained as a residual between 

I and the sum of ICI and NK, the latter variable being closely related to the 

overall import constraint. 
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Equation (10): Incrca$e in GDY 

Id~ally this equation is in~end~d to establish a link between the GDY's of 

succes.sive years and thus render the m~del truly dynamic. The· model could then 

be used to simulate the growth of an economy subject to exocenously given time 

____ _path of x. 1 .Unfortunately, the _results we obtained fell below expectation. 

. . ; 

Except for Hexico and Ch~le, the coeff ic.ients of Y-Y _1 , with respect to I _l' were 

either insi~nificant or of the wrong sign. Subs~quent experiments using the 

breakdown of investment into its component parts were more encouraging, _but still 

unsatisfactory. The incorporation of a production .function into the model is 

hampe.re.d by the widespread lack of reliable capital stock data, and warrants con-

siderable further research because of its fund.:imental impor.tance . 

. , 
. 1A ~iscussion of the .. econometric analysis of dynamic m·odels is found in 

(5, pp. 373,..373) nnc.1 F. Fi5hcr (3). 

I 
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V. Interpretation of the Results for Peru, Chile, and Mexico 
! 

In this section we have selected for brief examination Peru as an illustra-

tion of the pattern of trade-induced growth in a traditional export economy, 

Chile as an unsuccessful attempt at import substitution, and Hexico as a. successful 

one. 

Peru . A simple trade-growth model fits the behavior of this economy better 

than any other. When the capacity to import displayed a rising rate of growth 

between periods one and two (the decades overlap), so did savings and investment, 

the clome·stic marginal savings rate rising sharply between the early fifties and . -_ 

early sixties. Capital goods-imports were closely related to investment demand. 

Little or no import substitution occur:redj nor was it necessary since the rate 

of growth of exports rose to average 10.2% between 1956 and 1965, leading that of 

income by a considerable margin. One must look beyond the model for an explana-

tion of the factors.leading to this pattern of' growtb. Certainly, _the pro-trade 

bias of public poJ.icy in recent years, the· li!i1ited nationalmarket resulting from 

unequal family and regional income distribution, the small size of the economy·and 

exceptionally goo<l fortune in the export market have been contributing factors. 

The resulting growth pattern has closely resembled that of·the tradition€J.l export 

economy in the 19th century. Whether it is a viable pattern in the longer run is 
.. 

_an open questio~. It is certainly hard to derive any policy prescriptions.without 

paying due consideration t,ci the "fallacy of compositio~". .. 
, Chile In many respects Chile is similar to Peru, having a small population, 

income, and considerable inequality of wealth. It does possess a significant urban 

"middle class"byLatin America~ standards, reflecting a public policy to reduce the 

inequality in t11e pattern of income distribution without radically altering thRt 

of asset ownership. 

-. 
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Although in the forties bqlh Peru and Chile attempted a policy of import 

substitution, Peru had reversed this policy by the fifties while Chile continued 

it. The Chilean capacity to ir.1port showed no significant trend for the first 

... period but rose gradually in the second, thus giving the country the possibility 

_______ , __ of intensifying the irnport-substi~ution process after emphasizing the need for 
. 
it. Yet the economyles not shown any difference in its rate of growth of GDY in 

the two subperiods.(Table 1). Our results indicate that the economy's marginal 

sayings rate has been low and declining over the two periods, and capital goods 

-imports have remained highly related to investment demand indicating little or 

.Jio iinpor.t substitution in this sector. The incremental output-capital ratio 

\.;ihich was low and almost significant in the forties fell though becoming insignifi--.. . -

cant in the fifties.· Intermediate goods, raw material and fuel imports remained 

closely related to income in the fifties. Even in the consumer goods sector, 

_. which is ofteri the first to undergo a process of import substitution, this did 

not occur to any significant extent after the early fifties. 

The apparent failure of the import substitution policy in Chile,. along with 

a slow ra.te of· growth of exports, must partially explain both the failure to in-

crease the rate of savings and investment and the relatively low rate of growth 

of inco~e. It is possible that th~ structure of comparative advantage ~as so· 

distorted by forced import-substitution in the forties that export growth itself 

suffered from the policy. Chile is perhaps a case in which a .. small country, in 

a.ttempting to free itself from a trade constrai"nt on grouth, lost _rather thni1 

gained in the process in terms of the actual import substitution achieved . 

.. 

I . 

. 
,• 
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Hexico :Mexico enjoyed a rapid rate of growth of income over the entire 

period from 1940 to 196.2, despite the fact that._,the growth of impo"rt capacity 

declined substantially over time. This was -due to a· successful long-run process 

-.of import substitution which eventually included consumer goods, raw materials, 

__ ..._f..,.n-els. and . .even_capit.al_goods~ _ _J)ur....r.estilts_cle.atly __ .illust.rate_.thc nature -of 

_this process, which permitted the. rate of investment t~ rise sh~rply in the 

forties and ~tabilize at ~_high-level during the fifties and early sixties. 

Import substitution occurred initially in the consumer goods sector, con-

sumer goods imports showing a slight downward trend with respect to income in the 

second s~bperiod. It already started to take place for .raw materials and fuels 

in the forties, and by the fifties_ included producers goods as well. Independ~nt 

1 . . 
research on the Mexican economy suggests that the rapid rise in savings, invest-

_ment, and output during the forties was due: in large part to the increasing inequali-

ty of income distribution arising from export expansion. Meanwhile public invest-

ment in social and economic infrastructure had been occurring which by the fifties 

had slowed or even reversed the trend of income inequality, expanded the rate of 

urbanization, and permitted import competing ind~stries to realize scale economies. 

Had it not been for the distributive and allocative effects of public policy, and 

especially those leading to improved factor mobility, it is. unlikely th~t import· 

substitution would have been as successful as the model indicates. Under differ~nt .. 
circumstances the growth rate during the fiftie$ would have. been much slower, and 

much more dependent upon the capac~ty to import; than was actually the case. 

1 One of the authors is preparing a monograph on the structure and growth of 
the Hexican economy from 1900 to 1960 in which the process of import substitution 
rec.eives special attention. 
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The model and the results presented above have attempted to quantify the pa~ 

tern of import substitution or reveal the lack of its existence (possibly due to 

the lack of a need for it, as in the case of present-day Peru) in scmc of the 

·-inost-l.mportant Latin American countries. We cannot emphasize the limitations 

inherent in an aggregative model of this kind. Nore satisfactory results, 

--particularly as regards product.ion relationships, would be. obtained by disaggr~-

gation of the economy into several sectors, or at least into industry, agricul-
• 

ture apcl services. A more detailed study of ~ai::h country's economy is needed 

to indicate in each case the reason~ for success or failure in the chosen 

import substituting strategy. 

By d~saggrcgating imports into various categories, however, we hope to 

have shown that the rigidity of import co~fficicnts with respect to domestic 

income or to investment found in many open-e.conc:my growth models can be a 
. . 

dangerous oversh~lification and can result in vastly -0verstated foreign ex-

change needs when the models are-used for projection purposes. By this we do· 

not wish to imply that an escape from such rigidity is an easy process, or 

that it can be accomplished at all if either an adequate market size or an 
........ 

adequate political will are missing. A radical ~lteration in the pattern of 

'income distribution may be a necessary, though not ~ufficient, precondition~.for 
. .. 

this political will to exist and ensure the continuation of the import substi-
.. 

tution process once it has been launched by an initial concentration of income 

accompanied by high ratc:s. of saving and investment,· 

·. 

I 
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Table 1 

Chile 

Period 1940-62 1940-50 1951-62 1941-63 1941-50 .1951'-63 

SAVINGS 

Coefficient of 

1 -4044. -8652. 599.0 174.5 -21.38 -32.36 
·(-4.712) (-·4. 321) (0.3376) (2.588) (-0 .130!1) (0.2024) 

YE 0.23116 0.3032 0.2000 0.07186 0.1379 0.09923 
. (29.28) (9.968) (14. 86)' (4. 526) (2.664) (3.053) 

IHPORTS OF RAH ~-fATERIALS Arm FUELS 
(HRHF) 

Coefficient of 

1 -l169. 5 -1118. -423.7 27. 54 98.03 -25.62 
(-1. 557) (-1. 96.9) co·. 3550) (1.769) (1. 695) (-0. 7.780) 

X-1 0.5799 0.2924 0.6359 0. 0!15611 0.003720 0.02159 
(10.26) (3.054) (5. 704) (0.9122) (0.04015) . (O. 28!16) 

.... 
YE -0.01598 0.03207 -0.02296 0.01899 o. 0021133 O.OJJ.77 

(-2 .• 681) (2.3115) (-3.165) (4.302) (0.2448) (3.295) 

• 

1.'he fi.gures in P·l.llrentheses arc the ratios of th~ estimates to 

their asymptotic~ standard errors and are hence an~logous to 5-ratios. 

I 
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I 
Argentina 

· 1953-63 

-89.47 
-(-1.197) 

0.2904 
(3. 588) 

-·30 .. 22 
(-0.9141) 

·-0. 06170 
(-0. 3376) 

0.1038 
(2. 406) 

. I 

Brazil . Colombia -Peru 

1950-63 1951-62 1951-65 

SAVINGS 

17.uB 1857.0 303.8 
--(5. 059) -(2.662) (2.288) 

0.06525 0.1160 o.+57 
(6.583) (3.416) (7. 501) 

I:HPO?.TS OF Ri\.~'1 HATEIGAL3 AND F:JELS 
<~n:NF) 

93".68 -58.60 711.5 
(0.8353) (-1.249) (1. 723) 

15.62 0.02395 0.3822 
(4. 771) (2.513) (6.347) 

1.191 0.01068 -0.0Cll987 
(4.8l1l) (7. 021) (-0.1208) 

,, 
,. 

Peru Peru 

1951-60 1956-65 

7537. 1529. 
(2. 236) -co. 9375) 

0.06695 0.1780 
(1. 046) (7. 699) 

255.8 698.8 
(0.3476) (1. 036) 

0.2986 0.4084 
(2.160) (5.57!1) 

0.02112 '-.:o. 001062 
(0.8210) (-0.3182) 

-· 

.. 
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A-2 

T~blc 2 

Mexico Chile 

•. · P..eriod 1940-62 

._..· . 
·Coefficient .cf-. 

·l. -230.7 
•· .(-:0. 3859) 

0 X-1 . 0.3078 
(2 .-866) 

..).E 0.06030. 
(1.323) 

Coefficient of :. . 

1 .. • 

X-1-

·-. 

I 

19!10-50 

-371.1 

1951-62 

IMPORTS OF CAPITAL GOODS 
' (HK) 

. . . .. . ~ 

497.1 . -54.5, ... 

1941-50 1951-63 

.-78. 36 -9.455 
(-0~8235) (0.8415) (-2.501) (-=-3.577) (-0. 20G8) 

-0.01826 0.3127 0. Oti529 -0~02040 -0. 003208 . 
(--0.~219) (5.437) (-1.901-} ·• -(-1. 289) (-·O. 06075) 

o. 34!13 0.02$26 o. 6872 0.7179 . 0".~700. 
(21.52) (1.317) .. (lt,,. 30}' (9.766) {6.359) 

IMPORTS OF CO'NSU:-:ER GOODS 
(11C) 

,. 

-..... 

. . . 

,. . . 

.... 
-87.49 179.6 
(-3.296) (4.316) 

-190.l 
(-3.710) 

0.2693:_ -0.1457 0.1634 
'(2. 858) . (-2 .119) . (1. 051) .. , . 

0.01839· -0.01578 0.05041 
.(2.329) (-2.065) (2.636). 

' ... 

.· 
. ····· 

• 



Argentina Brazil 

---1953-63 1950-61 

---15.01 51.42 
(-4.481) (2.743) 

-----o .-02898 7.425 
(-1.043) (1.029) 

0.2262 -3.053 
(12.70) (-1. 921) . 

7.935 207. 2 
(2. 036) (2.521) 

-0.004189 3.101 
(-0.1992) (1.068) 

-0.002834 ...:o. 3851 
(-0.5619) (-2.512) 

' 

·. 

· .... _. 

Colombia -Peru 

1951-62 1951-65-

-IMPORTS OF CAPITAL GOODS 
(HK) 

747 .6 -0.003338 
(1.106) (-3.121) 

- 0 ;1456 -0.1266 
(3. 787) (-1.080) 

0.1229 0.6600 
(O .. 7_769) . (3. 774) 

IHPORTS OF cm:SU:-IER coons· 
(!·IC)_ 

62.51 663.8 
(1. 23J) (l. 755) 

0.01715 0.1466 
(1.831) (2.719) 

-0.002634 - .002457 --· 
(-1.560) (0.1653). 

Peru Peru 

1951-60 1956-65 

-1833. -4063. 
(-3.644) (...:3. 375) 

0.2692 -0.2212 
(2.693) . (-3.076) 

0.2204 0.7993 
(2. 70l1> (6.199) 

·1017, -0.2823 
(1. 909) (-0.05036) 

o. 3611 0.08l10l 
(3. 55 7) (1. 260) 

.... 
' 

-0.038115 0.02426 
(-2. 02l1) (1.261) 

.. 
. , 

• 
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., Table 3 

__ . ~Jt~xico 

Period 1940-62 1940-50 19!>1-62 

* · • -m:IT..lER IHPORTS (HFR) 

Coef$:ici~nt of 

l -541. 2 -125.8 -847 •. 0 
(-ll. ?Ol) . (-1.128) .(-1.298) 

. X-1 O'! 01143 0~03808 o. 01.s1,4 
.. (0.4551) (1. 380) (O. 7599) 

YE o~ 02040 0.01016 0.01832 
(7 ! 7Q(i,) (.2 •. 196) (4. 625) 

* Data unavailable for countries other than Mexico 
(' 

* lHPORTS OF SERVICES (NS) 

Coefficient of 

l 308.5 269. 7 468.2 
. (3. 230) (2. 239) . (0. 8918) 

X-1 -0.04204 -0.07081 -0.03545 
(-2. 092) (-5.673) (-0. 7024) -

YE 0.02239 o. 02053· 0.02049 
(10.50) (10.06) (6.50lt) 

* Data unavailable for countries other than Hcxico 

.. 
I 
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Hexico 

. Period 1940-62 1940-50 

.. 

... Coefficient of 

1 -53.09 . -4479. 
(-.0.07142) (-2.688) 

·x-1 1.008 0.6356 
. (8.5110) (3.181) 

YE 0.02185 0.1416 
(1. 851) (7.939) 

. -...,·) 

. J 

-
Table 4 

.• 

1951-62 1941-63 

TOTAL IHPORTS 
.(H) 

. -

3123. -309.l 
(2.051) (-6.iWO) 

0;7975 0.6317 
(6.270) (4.012 

0.02267 0.1099 
(2. 593) (8.254) 

A-4 

Chile 

1941-5Q 1951-63 

-43.56 -475.8 
0.6376 (-4.810) 

0.019-78 0.6711· 
(0.1785) (2. 422) 

0.07397 0.1385 
5.992 4.025 

-· 
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Argentina Brazil Colomb fa Peru Peru Peru 

-1953-63 1950-·63 1951-62 1951-65 1951-60 1956-65 

.. 
--- ---- ----·----

": 

-99.72 80.00 381.6 -4369. -6709 .. -70.01 
·c-2.896) {2.800) - {0.4135) (-3. 518) (-2.957) (-0.011125) 

-· 
-o. 261/i 25.65 0.5~09 0.3793 1.046 0.7679 
.(-1.130) (2. 468) (3.203) (2.093) (2. 288) (4 .153) 

0.2276 0.11830 0.007443 0. 22711 0.1674 0.09194 
(4._718) (1. 087) (2.705) (li.628) (2.059) (1. 65/1) 

.. 
·. 

. .,, 
.. 
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Table 5 

Mexico Chile 

Period 1940-62 1940-50 1951-62 1941-63 1941-50 1951-63 -- . 

INVESTMENT IN CONSTRUCTION (ICI) 

. Coefficient of - . 
: 

1 229.l 1026. -2218. 59.75 73.23 15.84 
(0.7876) (2.533) (-3. 694 (3.126) (3.072) {0.3685) 

IE 0.5228 O. t1581 0.6104 0.2997 0.2692 . 0.3774 
(38.29) (13.17) (27. 8l:) (6.967) (3.298) (4.679) 

INCREASE IN GDY 

Coefficient of 

·1 2981. 2108. 5420. 29.50 -157. 7 66.37 
(2.419) (1. 737) (1. 3l17) (0.3516) (-0.9824) {0.4729) 

I-1 O. ll103 0.2156 0.05026 0.2988 0.9457 0.2387 
(2.335) (1. 952) (0.3271) (1. 499) (1. 698) (0.8542) 

........ 

.. 

I 

<. 
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.Argent1na 

1953-63 

~l. 70 
(12.33)" 

0.1652 
{7. 353) 

118.1 
(3. 231) 

-0.5396 
(-2. 733) 

I 

.. 

··. 
~. 

Brazil Colombia ·Peru 

1950-63 1951-62 1951-65 

lNVESTNENT IN COl,!STRUCTION (ICI) 

2.608 
(0.1942) 

0.2705 
(0.9436) 

~ 

.. 

.:.648~ 8 
(-1.243) 

. o. ~657 
(5.156) 

INCREASE IN GDY 

1642.0 
(2.424) 

-0.2285 
(-1. 336) 

. -~ 

I . 

2592. 
(Li. 256) 

0.2955 
(6.399) 

552.4 
(O .1978) 

0.2437 
·(1. 071) 

... 

J.>eru 

1951-60 

107$. 
(1. 204) 

0. 4l.01 
(5.567) 

8012. 
(3.034) 

-0.5245 
(-2. 20!•) 

.. ·: .. 

Peru 

1956-65 

2022. 
. (2.580) 

0.3312 
(6.146) 

664.7 
(0.2425) 

0.2495 
( ~· 258) 

...... 

. .. 

• 

. ..... .. 
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(1) 

(2) 

.SOUI{CES OF DATA 

CONADE-CEPAL, Cuentas Nacionales de la Repu'blica Argentina, Buenos 
Aires, Abril de 1964. "-;--. 

Consejo Nacional de Desarrollo, Plan Nacional d~ Desarrollo, 1965-1Q69 
Buenos Aires 1965. 

· (3) Economic Bulletin for Latin America, Vol. IV, No. 2 Oct. 1959, 
Statistical Supplement. CEPAL. 

(4) BoleU:'n Econornico de America Latina, Vol. v, Suplemento Estadi'stico, Nov. 
196Q. CEPAL. 

(5) 

(6) 

Statistical Bulletin for L?tin America·, Vol. II, No. 1, Harch 1965. · CEPAL. 

Past .Trends of Structural Relationships in the Economic Evolution. of 

(7) 

(8) 

--(9) 

(10) 

.(11) 

(12) 

Brazil 1920-1965, Statistical Appendix, prepared by Octavio A. 
Dias Carneiro, Center for International Affairs, Harvard University, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, Hay 1966, 

Corporacic!n de Fomento. de la Produccion, Cuentas Nacional'es de Chile, 
1940-19G2, Santiago, Junio de 1963. . 

Corporacio11 de Fomento de la Producc.io'n, Cuentas Nacionales de Chile, 
.1958-l9q3, Santiago, Junio de 1964 •. 

Banco Central de Chile, Bala~1za de Pagos de Chile: (a) Kno 1963, 
Santiago, 1965; · (b) Ano 1964, Santiago, 1966. 

Banco de la Repu'blica, Cuentas Naciona.les (Colombia) 1950-1961. 

Banco de la Reptl'blica, Cuentas Naciondes (Colombia) 1962-1963. 

VII Asamblea Nacional de 'Afiliados de,.. la ca:.11ara Colombiana de la 
Construccio'h, "Situacion Economica y Social de Colombia", Bogota, 
D.E., Novi~mbre de 1964 

{13) Banco de Mexico, Alternativas de Estimacion de la Inversioi.1 Bruta 
fija en Hcf...._ico, 1939-1962) prepared by J,uis Cossi'o. 

(14) Grupo Secretari'a de HaciendaJ Banco de Ne'xico, Estudios sobre Proyecciones 
"Manual de Estadi'sticas Basicas para el, Analisis y Proyecciones del 
Desarrollo Economico de Mexico", Julio de l 96L,; rev. Die. de 1964:' 

(15) Banco Ce.ntral de Reserva del Peru, Cuentas Nacionales del Pe.ru, 1950-1965, 
Lima, 1966 

Argent:i.na: All data in millions of 1960 pesos were derived from (2), with 
the exception of the terms-of-trade effect, given in (1). 

Brazil: Total Imports and their breakdown by commodity group in millions of 
1955 US $ were obtained from (3), (4) and (5). All remaining figures, in 
billions of 1950 cruzeiros, were found in(6). The real GNP figures are 
tho.se proposed by the Consclho Nacional de Economi'a 

.· 

Chi.le: · · Figuras in millions of J. 961 escudos were obtained from (7) .and (8), 
including those for M and for ~~ .. The remaining import categories are 
qu

1
a11tum indices (l %7 = 100) found in (9). 

.. 
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Col(1d>1.:1: PJ.r,urcs fn ·rnillions of 1953 peso5 we:re obta:i.ned fi•o;a (10) and (11), 
--.-;•1th the C'):ccptfon of (i) 1·~,, which c.:i:i•~ from (l.?.); and (H) other 

caLCf,('lt°ics of ir.1porl:s1 which ~<:tmc from (J), (11) ·cinc.1 (5). 

Hc~xi.:~: Fi&urcs in mUH,ons of 1960 pesos , . .-ere oht.:i.:i.ncd fro;n (J.l;) with 
.• till~ cxccj1tion of the b1·c:ikcl0\m of ."I :i.nto 4·)< , ICI :mcl !})!(, \.Jhich C£1rnc_ fro:i\ 

(13). 

!!Et: All figures are in millions of 1963 soles and were derived from (15). . . 

-The following should be noted: 

· (1) Ficurcs for inventory investment ,.;·ere not available for nr<i:dl 
· -- -·-Mexico, so that the exogenous variabl_e ·r. was om:i. t tcd from the model 

and 

l • 1· . . . l.lW re ating to tlcse countri~s; 

(2) The income figure available for Peru was GNP (adjusted for the 
. terms-of-tr.2.de effect) rather than GDY; 

(3) The breakdown of 
·- mul t::i.plyi°ng the pcrccntngc 

the total import figure in 
year. 

.i 

... . 

·. 

' 

imports for Argcntin~ an~.Pcru was obtained by 
~onpositio~ of.each catc5ory in current US $ to 
constarit domesti~ prices for the corresponclir-.~ 
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